GERMANS HELPED pioneer labour history. Historians such as the socialist Franz
Mehring, in his history of German Social Democracy and biography of Friedrich Engels, initiated the historiography of the German labour movement by concentrating on its early organizations and its most illustrious leaders. Those who followed them continued to separate labour history into two streams, one made up of intellectuals active in the labour movement, the other of academic historians who ventured into labour history despite the disdain of the bourgeois historical profession. The period of Nazi rule deepened this division. Left-wing historians were forced into exile or underground resistance, while academic historians dissociated themselves from the traditions of the German labour movement.
In the past ten years a series of major studies of the German workers' movement has appeared to challenge this division. Labour historians have begun to question conventional interpretations of the German workers* movement, to widen the range of subject matter, and to explore new methodologies. Moreover, partisan and academic historiography have tended to converge: in both German nations historians who a generation ago wrote as party intellectuals are now integrated into the academic community. Equally important, the political struggles of World War I and the Weimar Republic have faded with the passage of time. The younger generation of German labour historians is no longer satisfied with the explanations of those historians who participated in the conflicts of the first half of the twentieth century. Finally, the revival of Marxism since the late 1960s has produced a new group of historians with no commitments to either the SPD or KPD. They have begun to reexamine German labour history from a position critical of (though not necessarily hostile to) these parties, and their work has challenged academic, social democratic, and communist historians to reconsider their opinions, too.
The books under review represent first, questioning efforts in this direction. They deal with the history of the German workers' movement from the eve of World War I to the beginning of World War II. Although historians have begun to investigate working-class life in the nineteenth century, before the expansion of the organized workers' movement, the bulk of labour historiography is still concentrated on workers' parties, labour unions, revolutionary movements, and state social policies. Hence the concentration of most recent studies on the workers' movement in the period of its greatest political turmoil, from 1910 to 1940. The studies fall into four broad categories: the workers' movement during World War I and revolution ofl918-19, the history of the Independent Social Democratic Party of Germany (USPD), the KPD, especially its policies toward the labour unions, and labour and the rise of fascism. Notable by its absence is the problem of the labour movement in the period from 1928 to 1933. The workers* movement at the end of Weimar is apparently still too politically sensitive to attract historians. Some of the works under review, especially those dealing with the KPD and fascism, are nevertheless laying the groundwork for future studies of the end of Weimar.
What distinguishes these works from traditional labour historiography is their use of new methodological, especially social historical approaches and their revisionist interpretations. The two, of course, go hand in hand: critical reinterpretations stimulate methodological innovations, while new approaches necessitate the rethinking of conventional views. Before turning to the studies themselves, I would like briefly to summarize the major innovations made by the new German labour historiography in these two areas.
The key methodological innovation of the new labour historiography is the systematic investigation of the movement of workers from "below." That is, historians have begun to examine the actions of workers independent of official labour organizations. They also go beyond the pioneering work of Jiirgen Kuczynski on wages, hours and employment to relate the movement of workers concretely to changes in social and economic conditions generally and at the workplace. The emphasis on history from "below" has led to intensive local and regional studies, where the history of workers "below" can be brought into direct contact with the role of organizations, leaders and ideologies "above." Nevertheless, many aspects of the new labour historiography are in fact not new at all. Labour historians continue to rely on newspapers, party and union records, government statistics and documents, and police reports as their primary sources: the use of quantitative methods is still very much the exception. Moreover, they focus their subjects on labour organizations and government social policies. In particular, German labour historians rarely lose sight of the question of power. They therefore recognize the importance of labour organizations and the state and do not attempt to investigate the culture, condition or movement of workers in isolation from politics. But this emphasis on power, on organization and the state, is precisely what makes the new aspects of labour historiography so fruitful. For the younger generation of labour historians attempts to analyze the policies of the labour organizations and the state in light of the social movement of workers "below," Thus, unlike the older school of German social historians (associated with the name of Hans-Ulrich Wehler), the new labour historians avoid a one-sided emphasis on state power, while subjecting the movement of workers to rigorous empirical research and avoiding abstract modelbuilding. Likewise, the new German labour historiography, through its recognition of the centra] importance of power, is able to avoid the ouvrierisme, the exaggeration of spontaneity, that characterizes much labour history in France and North America. It does not attempt to separate the culture or consciousness of workers from their formal organizations and ideologies. Finally, the best of the new labour historiography sees the development of the labour movement in terms of historical processes. It combines analysis with empirical research to uncover the determinants of labour history and to posit the range of possibilities that were open to the labour movement. It is interested in neither an atemporal historical sociology nor an historic is t explanation of discrete events, but rather in the social, economic, and political determinants of seemingly isolated "events."
The new German labour historiography is also revisionist in interpretation. Traditionally, German labour historians have written from well-defined partisan positions. These interpretations are being challenged with new research and alternative (though tentative) explanations in all four of the broad categories dealt with by the books under review. The revisionism of the new labour historiography is expressed in a variety of ways. Only a few works perpetuate the traditions of extreme partisanship (Wohlgemuth, Ruge, Eisner). Some are critical from the viewpoint of professional (largely liberal) historians, independent of the labour movement (Bremer, Morgan). The largest number are critical of social democratic, communist and bourgeois interpretations from an independent left wing position (Ulrich, Lucas, Schock, Sohn-Rethel, Mason, Duczynska). Finally, an increasing number of historians -social democratic, communist -have adopted revisionist positions from within their own political traditions (the collection edited by Riirup, Krause, Wheeler, Lehndorff) The historiography of the German labour movement is in a state of flux, and the variety of positions from which it is being re-examined has led to a particularly fruitful questioning of the development of the German labour movement. I THE GERMAN labour movement during the Weimar Republic was divided into two mass parties which competed with each other as much as or more than with their bourgeois opponents. Historians have consequently turned their attention to the origins of the division in the German labour movement, and since the publication of Carl Schorske's German Social Democracy 1905-1917. The Origins of the Great Schism in the 1950s, it has generally been accepted that the post-1917 divisions grew out of pre-war controversies in the SPD. Still, the process of division in the German labour movement was more complex than a mere extrapolation of pre-war factionalism, and it was decisively altered and conditioned by the experience of World War I and the revolution of 1918-19.
Heinz Wohlgemuth, in a revised and updated version of his Entstehung der Kommunistischen Partei Deutschlands, concentrates on one aspect of Schorske's thesis, the emergence of the German Communist Party from the pre-1914 left in the SPD. Wohlgemuth's subject matter and methodology are traditional. This is a party history, and he is primarily interested in the leaders and groups which eventually coalesced in the Spartacus Group and KPD. What distinguishes this study is Wohlgemuth's detailed examination of the historical process by which the German left developed into an organized opposition to the war which eventually culminated in the founding of a Marxist-Leninist party, a party of a "new type." Whether the belated development of such a party explains the failure of the German revolution, is a much disputed thesis. However, Wohlgemuth directs his attention not so much at this question as to the objective political and social forces which drove the German left in the direction of a new party despite their grounding in the traditions of pre-1914 social democracy. The danger in such an analysis is the temptation to read history backwards from the vantage point of the KPD, that is, to turn a determined historical process into a fatalistic historical teleology with Marxism-Leninism as the inevitable result (and the question why the German left resisted Leninism so long the main question). It is to Wohlgemuth's credit that he avoids the temptation.
He starts with the observation that, although the emergence of communist parties was a necessary part of the response of the labour movement to capitalism in its monopoly capitalist-imperialist stage, nevertheless such parties were founded at different times and under differing national conditions. It is his task as historian of the KPD to analyze concretely how the founding of the KPD was determined by the intersecting of both general historical trends and specific German conditions. Wohlgemuth tends to overemphasize the proto-leninist features of the German left, which confirm his thesis, and to underestimate its persistent reluctance to accept bolshevik tactics and organization. He also describes the diffuse influence of the Spartacists during the war in more coherent, organized terms than was probably the case. But if one understands Wohlgemuth's use of abstraction to isolate and analyze a specific theme, then the reader can easily put such exaggerations into perspective. Both as a detailed chronology of the left-wing opposition to the war and as an analysis of the emergence of the KPD, Die Entstehung der KPD is essential reading on the background of the politics of the German left during the war and revolution.
Although Wohlgemuth describes the emergence of the KPD as the response of the German left to the development of German imperialism and monopoly capitalism, he does not prove such an interrelationship through an analysis of socio-economic changes in Germany. By contrast, Volker Ullrich places the growth of the revolutionary left in the context of working-class life during the war years through concrete investigation of the labour movement in Hamburg. By concentrating on a major industrial city, Ullrich is able to write a well-rounded work in which he pays equal attention to both party and labour union history and to the movement of workers and economic conditions, thus producing a case study with which to test generalizations that have been made about the development of the SPD nationally during the war. For example, Ullrich is skeptical about the role of a "labour aristocracy 1 ' in the growing conservatism of the pre-war SPD. The Hamburg party was overwhelmingly working-class in composition with little petty bourgeois influence or infiltration, and the best-paid workers (such as skilled metalworkers) tended to be more, rather than less, radical. If the theory of a "labour aristocracy" is valid for Germany, then it is in relation to the growth of a party and labour union bureau-cracy. Control of labour organizations by conservative officials also helps to explain the split in the German labour movement: opponents of the war had no choice but to organize mass unrest over economic conditions and the prolongation of the war outside of the traditional labour organizations. Close examination of social and economic changes during the war will also dispel illusions about the alleged reformist consciousness of German workers. Structural changes in the work force and the impoverishment of workers through inflation, food shortages and the deterioration of working conditions forced workers to adopt new modes of action and led eventually to political opposition to the war. It is indeed wrong to view the consciousness of workers in static reformist or revolutionary categories; rather one is dealing with a dynamic process of increasing struggle in which workers gradually formulated new demands for changes in their social conditions and political status. The emergence of a left-wing opposition was halting. Whereas Wohlgemuth judges its development nationally, pointing out the inadequacies of the non-Spartacist opposition, Ullrich delineates the difficult political and economic conditions under which practical work had to be carried out and therefore makes the slow evolution of the German left comprehensible. Despite its chronological format, Ullrich's study is no mere history of local events, but rather an examination of the impact of the war on the labour movement which puts its development toward the revolution of 1918-19 on a firm material foundation. Hamborn lacked all such traditions of organization. They turned instead to mass action -particularly wildcat strikes and mass demonstrations -moving from immediate economic demands to a program for the socialization of mining, and they turned for leadership to the local syndicalist organization, the only political group that willingly accepted the mass movement of workers without trying to impose party controls.
Two of Lucas' conclusions should be given special mention, for they touch directly on the main controversies about the failure of the 1918-19 revolution. The tragedy of the revolution, in Lucas' view, is that the strengths of the revolutionary movement were divided in different localities: the organized radicalism of Remscheid's metalworkers, rooted in working-class life and traditions, and the mass action of Hamborn miners were equally essential to the revolutionary movement. Yet they failed to complement each other in a positive way, for Hambom's miners lacked effective organization while Remscheid's metalworkers tended to rely passively on USPD leaders. Lucas doubts that this fatal division of organization and spontaneity could have been overcome by a party of a "new type." He points to the failure of the KPD in Hambom to exert effective leadership and to its belated attempt to channel the miners' strikes into a party-dominated movement for socialization. While the socialization movement gave the miners organization and leadership, it also cut short the development of mass action, the revolutionary party's only source of power. Lucas suggests instead that a synthesis of organization and spontaneity, of Remscheid and Hamborn, would have been necessary to change the outcome of the revolution, but his social analysis of German industrial structure and working-class life points to the decentralization and divisions of the revolutionary wing of the labour movement. In sum, Lucas succeeds in combining the analysis of socio-economic structure, local traditions of labour organization, and forms of mass protest to demonstrate the complex interaction of factors which determined the course of the 1918-19 revolution. His analytic use of comparison, his attention to the movement of workers in and outside their organizations, and his local research should serve as a model for historians who want not only to describe but to explain the development of the workers* movement.
The recent literature on the German workers' movement in war and revolution revolves around the problems of the splits in the German labour movement, the emergence of spontaneous mass action, and the possibilities and limitations of the November revolution. These are essentially critical histories which refuse to accept the outcome of the revolution as an inevitable fact. Especially in the local studies, they undermine traditional interpretations of the war and revolution literally from below, by showing the complexity of social and political factors at work, the nature of dynamic historical processes, and the problematic nature of workingclass protest. References to rigid "reformist" and "revolutionary" alternatives, attempts to "define" the revolution of 1918-19 in static terms, undocumented assumptions about the moderation of German workers, are no longer acceptable now that these studies have demonstrated the diversity and dynamism of the German workers' movement.
II THE INDEPENDENT Social Democratic
Party of Germany stood at the centre of the labour movement during the war and revolution. Created in 1917 by opponents of the war, it briefly united most of the German left in one of the major parties of the revolution, profited from disillusionment with the SPD in 1919-20 to become Europe's largest revolutionary party, then split in its turn over the decision of the majority to adhere to the Third International. Eventually the Independents were absorbed into the KPD and SPD. Because of its failure, the USPD has traditionally received harsh treatment from German historians. Until the last decade, hardly a single major history was devoted to the USPD, despite its role in the wartime opposition and revolution. For historians brought up on the Weimar experience, the choice in the labour movement was between communism and social democracy, and the USPD was at best an ill-fated, Utopian attempt at a "third way. Hartfrid Krause's work, the last of the three to be published, is also the most basic. Exploiting as primary sources the reports of party conferences and congresses, Krause provides a chronological history of the national politics of the USPD, especially of the controversies in the party and the way they were discussed and resolved. In one sense, this is a very traditional history -social historians have long railed against labour histories based exclusively on party congress reports and official publications -but in the case of the USPD Krause's study is a necessary starting'point because of the way all historians, political or social, have ignored its history. Moreover, Krause is familiar with the methods of social history (he has also written a case study of the German town Hanau in the 1918-19 revolution), and he writes his study with social historians in mind. In particular, Krause poses questions about the USPD in order to point to problems for future research, and he exploits his consciously limited subject matter and sources to analyze the political choices and turning-points of the party. This is no simple chronological survey, but rather a rigorous analysis of the development of political strategies in the USPD.
Perhaps the most important conclusion of Krause's study is that the USPD tended throughout its history to react to events. The USPD was founded in 1917 only because the left-wing opposition was expelled from the SPD. The party held together at first, not because of agreement over political goals and tactics, but because of the mutual opposition of diverse factions to the war. In the 1918-19 revolution, the USPD repeatedly reacted to events and never developed a coherent political strategy to achieve either democratic or revolutionary socialist goals. In 1919-20 the party was again held together by negative factors, especially opposition to the SPD and Weimar system. At no time did the USPD take the initiative, even (or especially) at moments of political crisis. On the other hand, Krause argues that the strength of the USPD lay in its political heterogeneity. The decentralized structure of the party gave room to many different groups and the party grew strong on the internal disagreements adherence to the Third International, the party's left wing formally merged with the KPD in December 1920. However, the fact that the split in the USPD was so far to the left, with almost halfof the party opposing adherence, meant that the unified KPD still had to win over the mass of USPD supporters to its side. The KPD employed many methods to achieve this goal, but by far the most important was agitation in the labour unions. Here was organized fully half of Germany's industrial proletariat, and well before the Comintern put out the slogan "To the Masses" the KPD entered the labour union movement in full force. Until recently, the historiography of the KPD, particularly in the West, has concentrated on general political histories of the partyon the party's relations with the Comintern, leadership, factionalism, tactical swings, national organization, and ideology. To the extent that historians have mentioned communist work in the labour unions at all, they have merely summarized national and international decisions. The recent studies of three historians on the policies of the KPD in the unions thus form a real broadening of the historiography of the KPD and labour union movement.
Research into communist work in the labour unions is particularly interesting because it shifts attention away from the grand political strategy of the KPD and Comintern to the party's daily political practice and its relationship with its followers. Moreover, this is a perfect subject with which to unite history from "above" (national and international party strategy and tactics) and "below" (the role of socio-economic factors, mass unrest, the concrete practice of the party), for communist labour union work was both guided by national and international decisions and tempered by the degree of unrest and the responsiveness of industrial workers. Methodologically, the study of KPD union policies is innovative not in terms of model techniques (such as quantitative methods), but rather through the selection of a particularly telling area of party work where all the various strands of the party's social and political history intersect. Labour union work was crucially important to the KPD. It expanded its mass support largely through agitation in the unions, elaborated its most important political strategies concretely on union questions, and used economic unrest to fuel a revolutionary movement in the short run. What was the relative importance of social, economic and political conditions in Germany in influencing communist policies? How were the two broad factions (or political tendencies) in the KPD expressed in union policies, and to what extent did practical work in the unions in Germany contribute to tactical disagreements nationally and internationally? Finally, was the communist united front tactic, as developed in the first instance in unions, a viable and sincere political alternative in the German workers' movement after 1920? Or was this merely a tactical manoeuvre to discredit and undermine the SPD? And how did the failure of the united front contribute to the KPDs divisive and sectarian union policies after 1928? Freya Eisner's Das Verhaltnis der KPD zu den Gewerkschaften offers a general overview of the relationship of the KPD to the free (socialist) unions. The greater part of the book deals with the early periods of communist history, from the party's origins to the mid-1920s, with little of substance about the closing years of the Weimar Republic. This is a very traditional history in all respects, and therein lie its limitations. It is a strict narrative history, organized so much around events that it lacks analytic rigour in defining the major problems of communist union work. The study is written strictly from the top down. Eisner is totally insensitive to the role of mass movements in the formulation and implementation of communist union policies, and she therefore misses the dynamic interaction of party organization and forms of mass unrest through which the KPD developed its political strategy in the unions. Moreover, the study is based on inadequate sources. Eisner has a weak grasp of the secondary literature and uses only published primary sources for a subject which requires archival research, for only in the archives can one find the necessary documents, collected by the political police, which pertain to party policy and to the practical work of communists in unions and strikes. The reporting of the communist and labour union press was simply too propagandistic to offer more than a highly supeificial (and very unreliable) view of communist policies, and it is inexcusable that Eisner repeatedly cites highly biased, social democratic labour union newspapers as sources for KPD policies. However, this merely points to the most serious shortcoming of Eisner's study. Eisner has written an old-fashioned partisan history, an apologia of the labour union leadership, in which the author repeatedly loses sight of the ostensible subject of her study, the KPD. Long passages of her work are not on the KPD at all but are a defense of the policies of the labour union leadership. The reader can gain a general sense of the evolution of communist union policies from Eisner's work, but it is too unreliable on details, too lacking in a sense of the process and determinants of historical change, and too politically biased to render an adequate picture of German communism and the unions.
Eva Schock tries to overcome such difficulties in a variety of ways in her study of communist union policies from 1920 to 1928. First, she concentrates on an empirical reconstruction of the development of communistpolicies, thus laying the factual groundworkror any serious analysis or interpretation of communist tactics. Second, she isolates one major socioeconomic problem, rationalization of production and unemployment, against which she can judge purposes, effectiveness, and results of KPD union work. Finally, she probes the relationship of KPD union policies to the conditions and actions of workers by selecting three major industries (coal mining, chemicals, and metalwork-ing) for more detailed investigation. Schock argues that Comintern and KPD decisions on union policies can only be interpreted accurately in light of social and political conditions in Germany. She then demonstrates how the problem of unemployment persistently limited communist options in Germany and reinforced the two tactical lines in the party over union (and more general political) questions. The KPD faced a crucial choice between building a united front with labour unionists in the factories and relying on an alliance with unskilled, unorganized and especially unemployed workers. The wave of rationalization in the mid-1920s and resulting structural unemployment reinforced these alternatives. Unemployment was both the strength and weakness of the KPD: its strength in attracting the mass support of impoverished workers, but its weakness in isolating the KPD from unionized workers in the factories and in contributing to worker passivity. Schock's study is convincing because of her attention to the social and economic conditions of workers in key industries and her extensive research into a wide range of printed and archival sources. She is informative on the miners and tantalizing in her discussion of the chemical industry (for which more study is urgently needed). However, despite Schock's attention to party history, social and economic conditions, and the interaction of party and workers, her study has a number of weaknesses. Her section on chemical workers clearly could have been expanded, and her treatment of metal workers is too brief to say anything substantive. Schock does not follow the KPD's union tactics in relation to economic conjunctures, strikes, or official labour union policies, all of which played determining roles in the elaboration of communist policies. Her failure to discuss economic conjuncture leads her to overestimate the importance of unemployment in the early 1920s (in fact it did not become a major issue until the spring of 1923). Moreover, she oddly says nothing about communist attempts to organize unemployed workers into councils and committees of the unemployed, an integral part of communist union tactics. Most problematic is Schock's attempt to relate the development of KPD union tactics (the first two chapters) to economic conditions (the last three chapters). She juxtaposes her analysis of the problem "above" and "below" but fails to integrate the two in a satisfactory manner. This is a difficult problem of both methodology and composition, for which no easy solutions exist. Lucas, using an open-ended essay technique, succeeds better than Schock, but the problem remains for future historians to resolve. Arbeitshsigkeit und Rationalisierung is nonetheless a rich and suggestive study which opens the way, in several directions, for the reassessment of German communist policies.
Steffen Lehndorff, in an analysis of the change in communist labour union tactics between the years 1927 and 1929, also argues that the development of KPD tactics can only be understood if placed in their German context. Lehndorff chooses the years 1927-29 because this was the moment when the left-wing tendency on union questions gained ascendancy through a complex interplay of economic and political factors in Germany and the change of strategy in the Comintern. Lehndorff asks the question, why an extreme left-wing, sectarian policy of opposition to the labour unions was adopted by the KPD. Like Eisner, Lehndorff relies on printed sourcesreports of communist conferences and congresses, official decisions, inner-party discussions, newspaper reports, and official assessments of strikes. He at best sketches the relationship of the KPD to union members and workers. The strength of Lehndorfrs work, like that of Krause who used similar sources, is his rigorous analysis and argumentation. Lehndorff concentrates on specific economic movements, strikes, and labour union questions according to their political importance in the development of KPD union tactics and KPD-union relations. Though inadequately documented (especially in terms of socioeconomic changes and the movement of workers, both crucial to his argument), LehndorfTs study presents a thesis which can serve as the basis for future discussion and research.
If Schock concentrates on rationalization and unemployment, Lehndorff emphasizes the economic conjuncture, the boom cycle and impending depression of the latter half of the 1920s. Schock explores the effect of structural economic changes on communist strategy, whereas Lehndorff analyzes how the dynamics of the economy influenced the change in KPD union policies. The disagreement between the two tendencies in the KPD intensified in 1927 and 1928 as the development of the economic cycle posed new questions in the labour unions. In particular, increasing economic antagonism and the revival of unrest among workers over economic questions led the left wing of the KPD to demand a more aggressive strike strategy against employers, with a more organized communist opposition in the unions; and the repressive reaction of labour union leaders to the growth in support for the communist opposition convinced many KPD leaders that it should adopt a policy of leading grassroots economic movements (including strikes) even if this meant confrontation with the labour unions. However, once such a strategy gained Comintern backing, the KPD still had to face the enduring strength of the unions among workers. It could not both work in the unions and organize an independent labour union opposition. Lehndorff confirms Schock's analysis: by building a revolutionary labour union opposition outside the unions, the communists succeeded in winning passive mass support (for example in works councils elections) but failed to mobilize or organize the masses because the party cut itself off from unionized workers.
Even more than the recent works on the USPD, the studies of KPD union policies by Eisner, Schock, and Lehndorff are first attempts to investigate this subject and to broaden the perspective from which German communism is viewed. They offer few conclusions. Lehndorff s work is particularly interesting as a critical analysis, by a communist, of a problematic and contradictory period of his own party's history. Although he is at times too uncritical in assessing communist union policies in light of real possibilities and tends toward historicist arguments in showing how the policies of the Third Period grew in part out of German economic and political conditions, he nevertheless shows that a communist can write critically of his party's past. Schock's study is even more useful in that she subjects KPD union policies to a systematic (though not unsympathetic) critical review and attacks the problem of KPD-union relations from several angles. Through concentration on union policies, the historian can get to the heart of problems of KPD history -the interaction of local, national, and international, of social and political factors -and investigate these problems concretely. The major lesson of the studies of Schock and Lehndorff is that the history of the KPD cannot be explained from Moscow alone; German conditions must be taken into consideration . The next task of historians of the KPD is to take this insight and apply it to the policies of the Third Period and the Revotutionare Gewerkschafis-Opposition. The most innovative work on German labour in the period of Nazism does not deal with the organized workers' movement, but rather explores the parameters of Nazi economic and labour policies. Alfred Sohn-Rethel, through an analysis of class forces and the Nazi economic system, and Timothy Mason, in a detailed examination and documentation of the underside of Nazi economics -labour policies and their relationship to social, economic, military, and foreign policy -both contribute to the revision of our view of Nazi totalitarianism.
IV
Sohn-Rethel's Economy and Class Structure of German Fascism, based on articles he wrote after fleeing Nazi Germany in the mid-1930s, is part memoir, part history, and part critical Marxist analysis of the structure of German fascism. Sohn-Rethel worked for a Berlinbased research organ of German business, the Mitteleuropaiscner Wirtschaftstag, at the end of the Weimar Republic and in the early years of the Nazi regime. His loose journalistic style makes for neither a tightly structured argument nor an empirically documented history. Instead, the work is most interesting as an historical source in its own right and as a set of theses about the divisions within the German ruling class and the role of Nazism in bridging them. According to Sohn-Rethel's analysis, the Nazi economic system was a "viable system of dysfunctional capitalism," a response to the depression in which the state intervened to increase production and reduce unemployment while keeping overproduced commodities from reaching the open market. The key to such an economic policy was militarization, and the long-range solution to the crisis of German industry, an expansionist foreign policy. Sohn-Rethel sees Nazi economic policies as an attempt to secure control over absolute surplus value, mainly by reducing unemployment and increasing the hours worked from the low level of 1932, while preventing workers from taking advantage of increases in relative surplus value (the result of technological change and rationalization) by suppressing the workers' movement. Such policies could not be simply imposed, but necessitated a balancing act among the different classes and social groups within Germany, and especially within the ruling political and economic groups. SohnRethel pays a good deal of attention to the clash of interests between industrialists and large landowners. This question is of secondary importance in dealing with Nazi labour policies. What is important, is Sohn-RethePs analysis of the Nazi regime in terms of conflicting interests and forces, with the Nazi state intervening as arbiter. He concludes that "the result is a state-run economy for private profit. The contradiction reaches such a level that a fascist rule of terror is needed to master it." Timothy Mason takes up some of these same problems and subjects them to systematic investigation in his work on Nazi labour policies. Mason has written two different kinds of work: a massive documentation of Nazi labour policies from 1936 to 1939 and a history of Nazi labour and social policies from the founding of the party to the start of the World War 11. The latter serves as an introduction to the former and has been published separately in revised and expanded form. Mason has fulfilled three tasks in these two volumes. He has written a general history of Nazi social policies which complements Ludwig Preller's history of social policies during the Weimar Republic; he has attacked the problem of the Nazi economy by subjecting its highly illuminating labour problems to detailed empirical research; and he has revised interpretations of Nazi foreign policy by analyzing the move toward war in terms of the social forces and socioeconomic pressures that conditioned the political decisions of the Nazi state.
Mason's historiographical approach deserves special mention. First, he does not start with the theories that have been advanced to explain the German economy under Nazism but instead conducts an empirical study of the functioning of the Nazi economy, including its political as well as economic determinants. Second, Mason analyzes the formulation of state policy through the social forces beyond direct Nazi control. In his own way, Mason combines history from "above" and "below" to show that, even under as centralized and totalitarian a regime as the Nazi's, the working class continued to make its own history, maintain its identity, and affect state policy. Mason documents the movement of workers "below" in three basic ways: through the social and economic trends of the labour market (wages, hours, employment), that is, the spontaneous responses of workers and employers to labour conditions which, taken together, form part of the objective processes of the capitalist economy; through the reaction of state and Nazi party officials to labour problems; and through the reports of the Gestapo on socialist and communist resistance in relation to the dissatisfaction of workers over labour conditions. Such "objective" and "negative" documentation is the only method possible when dealing with a regime which suppressed the organized workers' movement. Finally, Mason's documentation of Nazi labour policies from 1936 to 1939 is a documentary history with a thesis. Mason argues that there were two major tendencies inside the Nazi regime on how to deal with labour and social problems, a military-employer faction which wanted to push remilitarization without regard to its impact on social and working conditions and the "populist" strain in the Nazi party which insisted on minimal social concessions to workers to neutralize mass discontent. Mason carefully selects a limited range of questions on which to develop this thesis, and he backs his argument with evidence drawn from a variety of government sources. In short, Mason's documentation demonstrates the multiple determinants of Nazi policies through the voices of the Nazi state itself.
Mason's history of Nazi social policies is particularly useful in demonstrating the failure of the Nazi party to win decisive influence among German workers before 1933 and to neutralize worker discontent from 1933 to 1936. Thus, when the economic problems of militarization began to emerge after 1936, the Nazis could not rely on the acceptance of the regime by workers but had to offer concessions to avoid unrest. In his documentation Mason is par-ticularly informative on three levels: genera) socio-economic conditions (a mine of details for future historians), the pressures on the labour market in the course of remilitarization, and the disagreements and tensions within the government in formulating economic policy. This latter problem is the most fascinating part of Mason's work, for internally the Nazi state was not monolithic but instead subject to multiple pressures, determined by social forces. Mason demonstrates an intensification and deepening of crisis symptoms from 1936 to 1939 as remilitarization strained the German economy to its limits. With the elimination of unemployment and the emergence of a shortage of skilled workers, the differences between the two tendencies on social policy were expressed more and more clearly, especially in attempts by the state to regulate wages and to control the supply of metal and construction workers and miners. Political as well as strictly economic considerations affected the uneasy compromises of Nazi social policies, as Mason shows through the "populist" stance of the Deutsche Arbeitsfront and Reich Labour Ministry in "defending" workers' interests. Still, the Nazi regime objectified workers; government policy, even when "populist," was always instrumental in the sense that it sought to control the labour force for the regime's long-range economic and military goals. The Nazi regime never ceased to be capitalist. It did not eliminate private property or market relations but rather used an interventionist state to manipulate, redirect, and eventually control the market (especially the labour market). This kind of pragmatic backdoor regulation and planning tried to balance conflicting social forces in the short term while concentrating all efforts, through militarization, on a long-range expansionist solution to German social and economic problems. Mason thus goes far to reintroduce social antagonism, conditioned economically but mediated politically, as a driving force in the development of the Nazi regime toward war. The Nazis never went beyond a social balancing act, and the rapid move toward war, even though the regime was militarily unprepared for it, has to be seen in this context. Conflict between classes, and because of this within the ruling class and the Nazi state, never ceased to play a determining role in the complex and contradictory history of German fascism.
If mere is a theme that runs through all the recent works on labour and fascism, then it is the class struggle, and especially the divisions within social classes and political movements. Duczynska and Bremer concentrate on divisions within the labour movement and the effects of these divisions on the resistance movement against fascism. Sohn-Rethel and Mason deal with the divisions within the German ruling class and the Nazi party and with the role of the Nazi party in smoothing out these differences in pursuit of long-range solutions. In both cases the internal class divisions have to be seen in the context of socio-economic conditions and class conflict. History from "below" can very easily dissolve the analysis of the labour movement into a myriad of particular problems and empirical details. But through the dissolving of hitherto accepted generalizations, it also broadens knowledge of the range of determinants of working-class history. In particular, it shows that there are always alternatives to any political strategy, that no state or party, no matter how superficially powerful or monolithic, can escape the objective social forces which it seeks to control, that one can manipulate, dominate, defeat or suppress the organized workers' movement but that one cannot destroy the movement of workers itself. ***** THE MOST important conclusion one can draw from the recent historiography of the German workers' movement in the twentieth century is that German labour history has finally gone beyond the rigid political camps that dominated historical thinkinggrand political strategy, of ideological debate and daily political practice, of conscious, goal-oriented action and the socioeconomic forces which lie beyond the control of leaders and parties. The historical process by which the labour movement grows and develops comprises all these factors. Consequently, the methodological approach, definition of subject matter, and empirical research of the labour historian should take the multiple levels of the workers' movement into consideration.
German labour historiography finds itself at the start of a general re-evaluation of the history of the German workers' movement. As long as German historians keep their central focus on the question of power, objective historical processes and the structural factors determining them, they will continue to avoid a romantic emphasis on spontaneity or "natural" revolutionary consciousness. By the same token, as long as they write from broadly partisan positions, they will of necessity contribute to an ongoing clash of critical opinions. Finally, because German labour historians continue, in their majority, to identify themselves with the workers' movement, they can be expected to elaborate and expand their dual approach of investigating both the movement of workers "below" and of the workers* movement "above." Definitive conclusions cannot be expected at this stage, but the recent German labour historiography has defined the types of questions and methodologies which will contribute to future syntheses. 
